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Editor’s
I
Introduction
Where do the months go, it does not
seem to be that long ago l was
compiling Issue 8. Here we are on No.
9. and Easter is approaching fast.
Our Annual Auction on the 27th
January was good, some people
placed their bids for the items ‘on the
book’. Of 236 items 143 were sold.
The total amount was £965.00.
How to get to us is on our website
www.salisburyphilately.org.uk
I suggest saving it as a ‘favourite’
makes it easy.
Members - You will find within your
items sent to you a questionnaire.
Please do not discard it. Read and let
us have your comments. More details
about it on page 5.
Well what a day meeting we had, on
Wednesday 3rd March, you really
missed a good day. In fact it was just
as well you didn’t come! We were
running out of seating room. Read up
on the day’s events, on page 5.
However, it would be nice to see more
of our members there.
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It seems that many members have
good collections, but never display to
us at our Members meetings.
Some may feel that we would not
appreciate what or why you collect
what you collect. I felt that l could
not show anything, when l first came
to our Society, l felt everyone knew so
much, and that when l spoke l would
make a fool of myself.
Even now, things go straight over the
top of my head, but l think that by
asking question l am learning, and am
not afraid to put up my work for
competition. If you don’t ask, don’t try
You will not succeed. Ed

.

All the
best
for Easter
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Aspects of the Postal Services in Salisbury & District
By Jeremy Martin
The 85 Salisbury handstamp
The first Salisbury mileage mark was introduced around 1784. This showed ‘85’
followed by ‘Salisbury’. 85 being the miles from London. At that time, generally
letters were sent via London, and charged, among other things on distance taken.
My example, see illustration, is dated 1785. Subsequently, the distance to London
was re-measured and became 84.

The Introductory Sheet for competition
By Paul Latham-Warde
It’s a reoccurring theme raised by judges at our annual nine sheet competitions that
most of us aren’t that good at including an Introductory Sheet in our competition
entries. I by default went to a seminar on the Introductory Sheet. It was in fact a
two part seminar and it was the other half that I was really interested in. The
other half being the broadening of the scope of Postal History to include a social
aspect. This of course is only of interest to you if you intend to compete, if not then
you can collect, mount, display and enjoy whatever you like with no rules.
International rules are decided by the Federation Internationale de Philatelic
(formed in Paris in 1928 and now based in Zurich). These rules govern major
international competitions and slowly their effect trickles down to change National,
Federation and eventually Society competitions. The FIP website offers lots of
clarification on the details of each class of competing (except Social as this isn’t yet
an International class the nearest being the Open class) so it’s worth looking at
even if you only intend to compete at Society level.
The address is www.f-i-p.ch (once on the site look for SREV on the side toolbar).
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Anyway back to the Introductory Sheet. The seminar was given jointly by Francis
Kiddle (ex Chairman of the Royal who recently gave us a brilliant thematic display)
and Brian Trotter (currently Vice Chairman of the Royal). The seminar was part of
Stampex and anybody could go along. There was a nominal entrance fee that
covered an excellent lunch with a nice glass or two of wine, so well worth it.
The thrust of the seminar was that the Introductory Sheet was the most important
of the exhibit. For National and International competitions you send off a copy of
your Introductory Sheet months before the competition. This is to allow the judges
to pre read on the subject covered so that they can be fair in their marking.
Therefore this is the sheet that PROMOTES and SELLS you exhibit. You want a title
that is CONCISE and ACCURATE. Your introductory narrative needs to INFORM,
EXPLAIN and SHOW what you know. You PLAN (index) needs to be LOGICIAL and tell
a STORY that has an ENDING.
Promote your exhibit with a WOW factor philatelic item on the Introductory Sheet,
especially important with nine sheet competitions. If you intend to use some types
of referencing i.e. particular catalogue numbers or distinguishing exceptional rare
items with a border then detail your system on the Introductory Sheet. Don’ts
include, using strong colours, different fonts, multi colours, being too verbose as
these are all a distraction. Don’t display material that’s outside of your title or
introductory narrative unless you justify its inclusion in the exhibit (or change the
title!).
So in summary if you are just taking nine sheets out of an album for the Society
competition then you NEED to change sheets one and nine. Sheet one gets the TITLE
(and all the other sheets if you have time), a SHORT INTRODUCTORY NARRATIVE and
a PLAN (index) it has now become the Introductory Sheet and the judges are
immediately happy. Add a short paragraph to sheet nine to close off the exhibit
(this series of stamps was superseded by...., the next flights were....) and now the
judges are very happy.
Most of the above is subjective and different judges will have different opinions but
every judge will be united on the importance of a good Introductory Sheet.

The Giraffe Issue of Tanganyika
By Brian Cartwright. FRPSL
Part 3 The Hialeah forgeries
From early 2000 forgeries of rare stamps of the world appeared on the market,
mainly sold through the internet site e-bay. At first they concentrated mainly on
France, Germany and their overprints, but gradually progressed to a much wider
field.
These forgeries originated from the town of Hialeah in the U.S.A, hence their name.
The stamps of the 1922 Tanganyika giraffe series were represented by the 1s. value
in green with a black vignette, the colours of the issued stamps, either imperforate
or perforated with a rough perf 11, on very thick bright white wove paper with gum
but without watermark.
They were apparently produced using computer technology, a single stamp being
scanned and manipulated to produce a sheet, as shown by a sheet of the Great
Britain Queen Victoria 5s., which shows all 30 images with the check letters
GM/MG.
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In February 2002 a bidder enquired as to where and how the sheets were produced
And part of the response was – ‘The print method I was told was the old
photorotogravure’!!!
These forgeries should not fool any but the very novice collector, the giraffe image
being too dark with very little detail and the absence of watermark being the final
indicator.

Fiscally used
The high value stamps of this issue are particularly difficult to obtain in fine used
condition. I have examples of the 1s. to 3s. and £1 with mauve double-oval bank
cancellations and a 5s. with a manuscript endorsement. A recent East Africa SC
auction offered a £1 value with a light cancellation and small perfin holes.
At some date prior to the 1980’s, orders were issued for the destruction of the early
records of the Resident Magistrate and the Subordinate Court of Dar Es Salaam.
The records were duly burnt but not before a number of pieces bearing adhesives
were cut from the documents. In the Christie’s Robson Lowe sale of 18th
September 1991 pieces bearing five and ten £1. Giraffe values fiscally cancelled
Subordinate Court Dar Es Saleem were sold.
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Programme Questionnaire
You will find enclosed a questionnaire about all aspects of the programme including
content and timing. I would strongly encourage you to complete it. While it may
look long it is mainly easy tick answers and will not take up to much time.
Most Stamp Societies are suffering from declining membership and attendance at
Meetings. We want to give you what you want, not what we think you want, in
order to encourage as many people as possible to attend meetings. We are an
ageing Society and so is it sensible to have an evening based programme taking over
the winter months
So please complete it even if you only attend occasionally or not at all.

Day Meeting
No fewer than 37 to 40 people came over the course of the day. Our day started
with Dave Boakes from our Society showing an attractive display of mint George V1
Commonwealth. Ashley Lawrence followed with ‘British Mandate of Palestine from
1918,’ again from Salisbury Trevor Buckell displayed ‘Imperial Airways in Africa
1932’. Whilst our auctioneer put on a show of ‘Universal 4d Post & Maltese Cross’.
Personally l appreciated ‘German U boats in World War 1’ by Colin Tabeart. Morva
White displayed ‘Falklands’, and Bob Allison again from Salisbury showed
‘Salisbury’, and in particular a card showing the Turkish Bath in Queen Street?
Quickly going through our next exhibitors, we had Brian Cropp ‘Channel Island’, Bill
Pipe ‘Dorset’, Alan Wood on ‘G.B. Explanatory Marks’, John Campbell showed
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pre-stamped covers from ‘Mecklenberg-Schwerin whose inhabitants were a poor
Slavonic tribe.’
And off for lunch at the Mill Inn at Harnham, l think we took up the Restaraunt.
Our food was hot, l do not think anyone had any complaints. So back after lunch to
a display by John Dorrington on ‘New Zealand Airmails 1931-32’ John Berridge
showed a very interesting ‘History of the Hindenberg Airship 1935-7’, whilst Keith
Lloyd display ‘China’ illustrating some of the 55 ethnic minorities, Chinese money
on stamps, shells, shovels and knives, what a variety.
Len Yandell showed ‘Le Harve’ which is twinned with Southampton and became a
new town 1517.

Wendy Buckle who showed ‘Latvia Airmails’, which was run by Germans. John
Glover ‘Ancient coins of China. Alan Ketchell on ‘Memel’, ‘Directional Airmail
Markings of Colombia 1939 -55’ by Eddie Spicer, whilst Barry Hobbs displayed
‘Bolivia Travelling P.O’s’, and lastly ‘Zululand’ by Tony Stanford.
If l may say, a very full and packed day, enjoyed by all that were there.
Don’t miss the next one.
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Please remember this is your news letter,
So put pen to paper and let me have ‘Your stories’.
Why do you collect?
What do you collect?
What made you collect?
Have you changed what you first collected, and
why?
Do you go into competition?
What makes you go in for competition?
Would you be interested in knowing what is
needed for Competition –
Then look out for our next news letter.
I hope to have a breakdown of what each section is,
And what is needed for each section
Ed.
Try and bring a friend to one of our meetings!
We have a good turn out at most of our meetings.
Usually a very good speaker
But we could be better – only you can keep us going.
So please don’t let us be a statistic in
societies of the past, bring that new person.
Thank you for taking our News Letter, perhaps you are not a
member, but are picking this up by other means, l would love to
hear your comments – do get in touch.
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10th March
24th
14th
26th
28th
12th

March
April
April
April
May

PROGRAMME 2010
Robert Johnson – ‘Service suspended’ followed by ‘Cape of Good
Hope’.
Chairman’s choice raffle and mini – auction.
John Batchelor – ‘Stamp Design’.
Visit to Ferndown & West Moors.
Visit by Ferndown & West Moors.
A.G.M Followed by 16 Page competition. Raffle and mini-auction

Please note the following dates
for the forthcoming 2010/2011 season.
All days are Wednesdays and evening meetings unless specified otherwise.
The full programme will as usual come out in August.
22 September,
6 October day meeting,
13 October,
27 October,
10 November,
24 November,
8 December social evening,
12 January,
26 January
9 February Annual Auction,
23 February Annual Competition,
2 March day meeting,
9 March,
23 March,
13 April,
27 April,
11 May AGM.

Stamp Fairs – 2010
13th March BRISTOL/BATH FESTIVAL, Saltford Hall, Saltford, nr. Bristol, BS31 3SY
28th March 2010 – Warminster Stamp Fair & Wiltshire Federation Convention
Kingdown School, Woodcock Road, Warminster, 10.00am to 4.00pm
April 3rd Stamp & Postcard Fair, Somerset Road, Rodbourne Cheney, Swindon, SN2
1NF
April 24th Keynsham Stamp Fair, The Fear Institute, Keynsham High Street,
Keynsham, BS31 1DG
5th – 6th May 2010 – Philatex Extra Royal Horticultural Halls, Greycoat Street,
London, SW1 2QD
May 15th – Wells: Annual Exhibition & Fair, The Town Hall, Glastonbury
8th – 16th May 2010 – London 2010 International Exhibition Display Centre, Islington,
London

